
Spanish Placement Guide 
 We have created an online survey to help advise you with your placement. The survey can be found at: http://bit.ly/spn-placement.  

 If you are still unsure, even after taking the survey, we recommend that you take the WebCAPE online placement test, which is 
designed to help you determine the best course for you based on your background.  Please see the information at 
http://sites.clas.ufl.edu/spanishportuguese/?p=870 for more details and instructions.  

 For those with incoming scores, these charts will help determine what credit you already have and what course is suitable for you.  

 

* = These scores successfully satisfy the CLAS, JM and BA in Fine Arts language proficiency requirements. 
** = Please consult with Prof. Antonio Gil (agil@ufl.edu) for assistance in these cases. 

 

WebCAPE Spanish placement test 
If your score is … you should enroll in … Notes 

Below 270 SPN 1130 WebCAPE is only a placement exam.  
Scores on WebCAPE are used to place  

students into the correct course but not 
 to satisfy language proficiency requirements. 

270-345 SPN 1131 

346-427 SPN 2200 

428+ SPN 2201 
 

SAT II (Spanish subject test) 
If your score is … you should enroll in … Notes 

Under 340 SPN 1130 WebCAPE test is not required but is 
recommended as it provides more accurate 

placement.  The SATII subject test is acceptable 
for meeting the CLAS, JM and BA in Fine Arts 

language proficiency requirements 

350-420 SPN 1131 

430-560* SPN 2200 

570-690* SPN 2201 

700+* SPN 2240 or SPN 3300** 
 

College Level Examination Program (CLEP) 
If your score is … then you have credit for… and should enroll in … 

50 SPN 1130 SPN 1131 

63* SPN 1131 May enroll in SPN 2200.  
 

Advanced International Certificate of Education (AICE) 
If your score is … then you have credit for… and should enroll in … 

UNGRADED/NOGRADE (0) -- SPN 1131 

A-E (A level) * SPN 2200 and SPN 2201 SPN 2240 

A-E (AS level) * SPN 2200 SPN 2201 
 

Advanced Placement (AP) [Language or Literature] 
If your score is … then you have credit for… and should enroll in … 

1 -- SPN 1131 

2 -- SPN 1131 or SPN 2200** 

3* SPN 2200  SPN 2201 

4* SPN 2200 and SPN 2201  SPN 2240 

5* SPN 2200 and SPN 2201 SPN 2240 or SPN 3300** 
 

 

 

International Baccalaureate (IB) 
If your score is … then you have credit for… and should enroll in … 

 3 -- SPN 2200 

4*  SPN 1131 SPN 2200 

5* SPN 1131 and 2200 SPN 2201 

6* SPN 1131 and 2200 SPN 2201 

7* SPN 1131 and 2200 SPN 2201 

http://bit.ly/spn-placement
http://sites.clas.ufl.edu/spanishportuguese/?p=870

